Althusserian Legacy Verso
the legacy of althusser, 1918-1990: an introduction - the legacy of louis althusser, 1918-1990: an
introduction philip goldstein university of delaware althusser's death in october of 1990 provided the occasion
for the althusserian swerve: machiavelli’s materialist ... - althusserian legacy, ed. e. ann kaplan and
michael sprinker (london and new york: verso, 1993), 51-58; g. m. goshgarian, “the very essence of the object,
the soul of marxism and other singular things: spinoza the kolkata workshop: methodological
considerations from india - 3michael sprinker, the althusserian legacy, ed. e. ann kaplan and michael
sprinker. london and new york: verso, 1993. 4 theoretical underpinnings, the structural divisions, and the
location of the text within contemporary research—was pradip kumar bose.4 pradip ... book notes
references bibliographiques - book notes / references bibliographiques gregory albo, david langille. and leo
panitch, ed., a d~rerent kind of state? popular power and democratic adminis- bibliography disseminate.objectrepository - bibliography general issues social theory and social science the althusserian
legacy. ed. by e. ann kaplan and michael sprinker. verso, london [etc.] 1993. viii, 245 pp. £34.95. in the
period immediately after the personal catastrophe ... - (london: verso, 1987). 2 . evident, not by any
explicit critique, but by kolakowski’s contemptuous dismissal of althusser in main currents of marxism, 4.
which set at nought, or less than nought, the most celebrated marxist contribution to social theory and
philosophy in the twenty years prior to the appearance of kolakowski’s book. since his death, althusser’s
reputation has begun to be ... figures of power fall 2010 - pickles.web.unc - the althusserian legacy.
london: verso. essays by balibar, callinicos, montag, resnick and wolff, lipietz -gibson-graham, the end of
capitalism (as we know it). new york: guilford press, ch. 2 -gibson-graham, resnick and wolff, “class in a
poststructuralist frame.” in class and its others. minneapolis: university of minnesota press. power and
biopolitics 7. 10/5 foucault on power -michel ... alex callinicos’s marxism: dialectics and materialism in
... - alex callinicos’s marxism: dialectics and materialism in althusser and frankfurt school vasilis grollios this
paper will be of interest to all those who have a general interest in western marxism cv montag warren facultad de ciencias sociales - althusserian legacy , eds. e. ann kaplan and michael sprinker (london: verso,
1993) (turkish translation, forthcoming. -"the workshop of filthy creation: a marxist reading of frankenstein in
mary shelley's curriculum vitae and list of publications ... - umass amherst - curriculum vitae and list of
publications richard d. wolff department of economics university of massachusetts amherst, massachusetts
01003 office tel: 413-545-6351 rethinking marx’s value-form analysis from an althusserian ... rethinking marx’s value-form analysis from an althusserian perspective john milios this article explores louis
althusser’s position that marx’s value theory constitutes a pressurized timber: the policy and political
economy of ... - 2 introduction threats to occupational health and safety have always been recognizable,
even exceptional features of timber felling and extraction, both in canada and abroad. b ibliography springer - 192 bibliography l. althusser, three notes on the theory of discourses, in the humanist controversy
and other writings , (verso, london, 2003b)
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